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Does Anyone Control the Levers of Power?

Even among friends who follow global events closely, there is contention about who is 
behind the curtain, pulling the levers of power. Who could it be? 'Schwab and the 
WEFs'; 'Tedros and the WHO'; Fauci/NIH; the Social Networks; Gates; Freeland/Nu-
land; Soros; Ursula and Lagarde; US Intelligence Agencies, Congress; Biden; Obama; 
Walensky or Zelensky; Putin and Xi; NATO, AZOVs; Juan Guaido and Bolton? None of 
the above, some of the above, but only sometimes? Or simply—a hopeless mess?

As we slip into an insanity abyss, where Ted Kaczynski and Dr. Strangelove begin to 
resemble the present array of would-be political tyrants, we are at a crossroads: one 
road we have been conditioned to follow, subservient to the dictates of self-serving 
midwits, 'trotted out' as our saviors. The second path is where we stand up to powerful 
armed morons with technology that's mostly on their side. But without 'millions of min-
ions' to do their bidding—they are just  a bunch of Trudeaus—with nobody listening.

Buffy St. Marie, in the 60's, got it right with her 'Universal Soldier'—we are conscript-
ed universal soldiers, who, instead of standing up to injustice, offer-up ourselves and 
our kids. Trade liberty in exchange for a diminished life lived out in secrecy and silence. 
And what if we do that because of a false assumption: that morons are all-powerful?

Let's remind ourselves that an unjust law is no law at all, and going along with a 'dic-
tate or mandate' that 'flies in the face' of the Bill of Rights, we become the 'support 
team' for MLK Jr. or George Washington—to have lived in vain. But, if we challenge the 
lie that would-be tyrants have ultimate power, just 1 of us, standing up, may make the 
difference, or, 'taking a knee to tyranny', 1 of us may what tips us into a feudal hell.   

When we abandoned a 'strict parent gold standard', in 1971, for a circus of credit 
and debt (anyone who can count to ten sees this ends badly), we authorized bedlam. 
The United States was positioned to continue, middle-class, post WW2 status for fore-
seeable futures. Instead we traded for a few years of vacation-home, empty promises.

Now, with all the chips bet on one pot, each of us has to decide whether we demand 
our liberty under the Bill of Rights, or like Germans in the 30's, take a knee and look 
away. And for any who don't see that we in the West are well along Hitler's path, it's not 
the questioners who are making a 'Reich' possible—it's you who ascribe to the insanity.   

Given the strife amongst various 'lever pullers', what are we likely to see? The Biden 
family gets thrown under the bus—along with Pfizer, which has served its purpose, and 



not powerful enough to 'take over the levers of power'. To save what matters to the 
elite, of which the 'dollar' is most important, anything could be what is sacrificed next.

Blame for horror wrought by the elite is shifting to AUS doctors, who, coerced/forced 
to administer 'vaccine mandates' are no longer immune from prosecution—for 'vac-
cines' given without requisite 'informed consent'. Apparently it doesn't matter that Mor-
rison's government, in collusion with Pharma, made informed-consent an impossibility.

As the world cozies-up to nuclear holocaust, discord has found its way into each 
psyche—as anxiety and fear. In the hallowed-halls of the US Legislature, it is no longer 
necessary to deny that our government perpetrates heinous acts. In the Senate, 'arch-
neocon', Victoria Nuland, attempts to get 'small-case neocon', Ted Cruz, to share in her 
joy that NS2 is now some rubble at the bottom of the sea. Give Nuland credit for WW3.

Pundits (some I respect), reach to identify 'lever-pulls' they don't quite understand. 
Doug Casey has no problem referring to Putin as a 'thug', and Russia as that 'shit-hole 
gas station masquerading as a nation'. Really Doug? The nation that saved Obama 
from war in Syria with a solution to deal with WMDs? The nation we look to to rescue 
our astronauts when our technology fails? The nation with hypersonic missiles we ain't 
got? The nation with artillery that destroys NATO arms without leaving a radar tell? A   
nation with the intelligence to free itself from debt and dollars—by accumulating gold?

Russia has stepped up atom take on a 'demented' West, by itself—quite a task for a 
'gas station'. A West that lied about adopting 'Minsk' to reduce Ukrainian enmity. Russia 
was not deceived. They understood the US to be incapable of agreement, and used 
the time to prepare for inevitable conflict—putting their energy into military prepared-
ness. Meanwhile, the West, suffused in hubris, gave its military budget to cronies, 
overheated its economies, and moved NATO chess pieces into Ukraine's game-board.

Neither Russia/China nor the US/NATO/Commonwealth, are pulling all the levers—
they each have some, but it's game-on. In a very short time, it will come clear that the 
struggle between East/West is, whether admitted or not, an existential struggle. One, in 
which there will be a winner and a loser. Granted, there is that 3rd option, armageddon.

Paul Craig Roberts points to Putin as responsible for the Ukraine mess—as does  
Doug Casey. Had Putin come with 'both guns blazing', he would have ended this thing 
quickly. Maybe, but it's easier to 'arm-chair-quarterback' a war—after the fact. Putin 
made miscalculations, but the West put him in the position where his only option was to 
invade. Putin's crime was 'lack of ruthlessness'—compared to a US destruction of Iraq. 

.Because Putin and Lavrov make reasoned arguments—with concern for sovereign 
nations (no matter what the god-damed NYT spews out), with a seasoned, woke-less 
military, Russia may soon be 'pulling levers'. The US/NATO/Zelensky 'babbling of 
madmen'—devoid of empathy, are more likely a harbinger for a West "Road Warrior" 2. 

The WEF is becoming a 'laughing stock'—with no connection to constituencies. 
Davos spokesperson Noah Harari conveys, with certainty, that 'free speech is being 
replaced with embedded microchips to give elites access to each of us. A madman 
among madmen, 'Build, Back, Better', 1st they destroy economies—what was 2nd?
  How about: 'nobody controls the levers'. In the East, 'karma'—an 'aggregate propen-
sity'—maintaining mass and movement from something set in motion earlier, pulls the 
levers. For us, the institution of 'unsound money' and the abandonment of 'sound mon-
ey', has rendered us a US approaching total collapse. We are mandated to 'stop them'. 
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